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Abstract 

The Magnetoelastic Contributions 
to the Pure Shear Wave Elastic 
Constants of Single Crystal 
Dysprosium 

by 

Jen-Wei Carl Koo 

The pure shear wave elastic constants, C^ and Cgg, was 

measured with echo overlap method as functions of the 

applied magnetic field. The elastic constants were measured 

in applied fields of 0 to 17.5 KOe and temperatures between 

180°K and 300°K. Different directions of applied field and 

polarization of the ultrasonic wave in the basal plane were 

used in order to investigate the contributions to the 

elastic constants due to the rotational terms. The 

theroretical approachs of Southern and Goodings and of 

Freyne were discussed and the inadaquacy of Southern and 

Goodings's theorey was shown by compare to the experimental 

results of longitudinal elastic constants. Kale calculated 

the magnetoelastic constants numerically using a thermo¬ 

dynamic approach which was a modified version of freyne's 

theory and had a much better fit to the longitudinal elastic 

constants. This thermodynamic calculation which included 

only first-order elastic interactions and second-order 

magnetoelastic interactions can not explain some of the 



behaviors of the shear wave elastic constants found here. 

In order to explain these anomalous behaviors, higher order 

terms must be included. The contributions to the elastic 

constants due to third-order elastic energy was calculated 

and the estimated value was found to be able to account for 

part of the discrepancies. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The rare earth materials possess very different magne¬ 

tic properties than the other elements. For example, the 

magnetic anisotropy energy is extremely large in many of 
(1) 

the rare earth metals. A recent review by Rhyne gives some 

good discussions of these magnetoelastic properties. Callen 
(2) 

and Callen, in their series of papers, made the first suc¬ 

cessful atempt to explain those properties theroetically. 

The large static magnetotriction of rare earth elements 

agrees very well with the theory of Callen and Callen in 

many respects. However, magnetoelastic effects involving 

the interaction between high frequency elastic waves and the 

magnetic dynamic variables was not accounted for in Callen 
(3) 

and Callen's theory. Southern and Goodings extended Callen 

and Callen's work and by using the finite strain theory 

calculated the dynamic magnetoelastic effects in rare ; 

earths. Their predictions do not agree with experiments 

well mainly because of their improper use of the finite 
(4) 

strains. Freyne used a thermodynamical approach to calcu¬ 

late the anomaloys dip in the elastic constant Cg^ of Gd and 

his calculations agree well with experiments. However, due 

to the large anisotropy energy possessed by all rare earths 

except Gd, his calculation does not apply directly to other 

rare earths of interest. In this thesis and related work, 

the thermodynamic method was used along with numèrical 
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calculation to calculate the magnetoelastic contributions to 

the elastic constants of Dy. The elastic constants and 

Cgg of Dy were measured as a function of magnetic field up 

to 17.5 kOe at temperatures from the Neel temperature to 

room temperature. The echo overlap method was used to 

measure the elastic constants with pure shear ultrasonic 

wave applied. Measurements made were : with shear wave 

propagating along the c-axis and polarization parallel to 

either a-axis or b-axis and with shear wave propagating 

along a-axis and polarization parallel to c-axis. Although 

the different shear waves would yield the same elastic 

constant C^, the change of the elastic constant was 

different as external magnetic field was applied. The 

different measurements give us an insight into the rota¬ 

tional terms of the magnetoelastic Hamiltonian. The Cgg 

elastic constant was obtained by measurements of the 

velocity of the shear wave propagating along the b-axis with 

polarization parallel to a-axis. Magnetic field parallel 

to a-axis and to be-axis was applied in all cases. No 

attempt was made, however, to have the magnetic field either 

parallel to the c-axis or have components in more than one 

crystallographic axis. This was because fields parallel to 

c-axis will give us little useful information about the 

rotational terms we are interested in and fields having more 

than one component will make the calculations unnecessarily 

complicated. The elastic constants were then calculated 
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using the equation : 

C = P V* 

where is the density of the sample and AJ is the 

velocity of the ultreasonic wave. Since only the relative 

change of the elastic constants ^ C /c is of interest, the 

problem reduced to measuring & C / C . The details of the 

measurements will be shown in the next chapter. 

The numerical calculation would allow us to calculate 

the internal energy 

TA 2; e ~Bn'/krt 

where k is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature 

and the Em are the energy eigenvalues of the magnetic 

Hamiltonian so that 

Em was calculated by numerical diagonalization of the 

Hamiltonian. Finally, the magnetoelastic contribution to 

the elastic constants can be calculated from the equation : 

_ _ 3’U 
ijkS - 

where are the infinitesimal displacement tensor as 

defined in chapter III. This allow us to calculate the 

elastic constants and compare them with those experimentlly 

determined values, provided the magnetoelastic Hamiltonian 
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is known. Or we can use the experimental data to calculate 

the magnetoelastic constants and determine the Hamiltonian. 
(5) 

Kale used a computer to calculate the magnetoelastic 

constants which give best fit to the change of the elastic 

constants he measured, as well as to the magnetization and 

magnetostriction data aviliable. Kale's measurement, 

however, does not include the rotational effects which are, 

as we discussed before, the effect of applied magnetic 

field to the same elastic constant obtained by using elastic 

waves of different propagation and polarization directions. 

The large amount of computer time involved in the calcula¬ 

tion does not allow us to make a better fit of the magneto¬ 

elastic constants by using these additional data. Neverthe¬ 

less, these data serve as a check of the theory, especially 

for the rotational effects which was not accounted before. 



II EXPERIMENTAL 

The purpose of this experiment is to determine the 

elastic wave velocity in the Dy single crystal in an applied 

magnetic field at different temperatures. The pulse 

modulated rf singal was converted to acoustic waves by a 

transducer and the acoustic echos were in turn converted 

back to electrical pulses. The echo overlap technique was 

used to determine the sound velocity by measuring the time 

it travels between two parallel faces of the sample. A 

magnet and power supply provided the homogeneous magnetic 

field and a cryogenic dewer and a temperature control system 

to hold the sample at particular temperatures was used. 

Each section of the setup will be discussed separately. 

SAMPLE 

The single crystal Dy was obtained from Metals Research 

and was originally in a form of a thin rod a-proximately 

1/4" in diameter and 2" in length. An x-ray Laue back 

diffraction shows that the cylindrical axis was tilted about 

30 degrees away from the crystalographic c-axis. After 

being oriented, the original crystal was cut into three 

smaller pieces, using a Metal Research Servomet spark 

cutter, in a way that the two parallel surfaces cut was 

approximately perpendicular to the c-axis. One small piece 

was again x-ray oriented and two parallel surfaces spark 
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polished perpendicular to the c-axis to with in 2 degrees. 

Because of the tilted c-axis to the cylindrical axis, the 

distance between this two surfaces, 6.35mm, was about the 

most we can get. Two surfaces perpendicular to b-axis was 

also cut on the same crystal in order to measure wave 

velocity along the b-axis. The distance between this two 

surfaces is 4.30mm. 

SAMPLE HOLDER 

Two sample holders were used. The one used with field 

perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation is shown 

in fig II-1. The other one which was inserted into the 

first one for measurements of field parallel to the 

direction of wave propagation is shown in fig II-2. Fig 

II-1 also shows a block diagram of the ultrasonic wave 

measurement. The one used for field perpendicular to the 

direction of propagation is a hollow brass cylinder with a 

notch cut in each side to allow access to the inside. The 

bottom of the inner surface of the shield is threaded and a 

plastic cylinder which has threads on the outside can be 

moved in or out of the shield. A copper plate which rests 

on the plastic cylinder can be moved in or out of the shield 

by moving in or out of the plastic cylinder. A smaller 

copper plate is connected via a spring to a BNC connector 

on top of the sample holder and is electrically connected to 

the center conductor of the BNC. The lower copper plate and 
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the shield is connected to the outer connector of the BNC 

conductor. An electric field will build up between the two 

copper plates as voltage is applied via the BNC. The 

sample sits between the copper plates and moving the plastic 

cylinder and the lower copper in and out will increase or 

decrease the pressure on the quartz transducer. A 20 ohm 

constantan heater wire is wound at the bottom of the lower 

copper plate and a copper-constantan thermocouple wire 

contacts the upper face of the same plate close to the 

sample. The plate is made from copper because its high 

thermal conductivity will minimize the thermal gradient 

between the sample, the heater and the thermocouple. 

Another sample holder was built in order to make measure¬ 

ments with field parallel to the direction of ultrasonic 

wave propagation. This sample holder is made with a hollow 

aluminium block and an L-shaped aluminium plate attached to 

it. Nylon screws were used to attach the plate to the 

block and electrical tape was put between the block and the 

plate to provide the necessary insulation between them. 

A hole was cut at the top face of the block for which one 

face of the L-shaped plate was attached. Two parallel 

copper plates connected by a spring were inserted in the 

hole and electrically insulated from the block by a teflon 

tube surround it. One face of a copper plate contacts with 

the L-shaped plate as it was screwed on and one face of the 

other copper plate contacts with the quartz transducer. 
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This sample holder was then insert into the first sample 

holder such that the sample is facing sideways thus making 

measurement with field parallel to the direction of propaga¬ 

tion possible. The thermocouple was attached to the 

aluminium block so as to be close to the sample. The 

heater wire is still wound to the lower copper plate of the 

cylindrical sample holder, however, making the thermal 

gradient somewhat larger than that for the perpendicular 

field measurements. 

TRANSDUCER AND BONDING MATERIALS 

The piezoelectic quartz transducer was used to convert 

the electrical wave to a mechanical wave and, in turn, to 

convert the echos back into electrical waves. Discs of 

quartz can be cut with their normals parallel to certain 

crystallographic directions in order to get certain 

oscillation modes as electric field applied to its faces. 

Both Y-cut and AC-cut transducers which produces shear waves 

of 10 MHz frequency were used and their 30 MHz overtone was 

used for measurement. 

The first transducers used were 1/8" Y-cut transducers, 

with a fundamental resonant frequency of 10 MHz and overtone 

polish and were purchased from Valpey-Fisher Corporation. 

AC-cut quartz transducers were later used, to check the 

result obtained by using Y-cut transducers, because they 

give purer shear waves. The results showed no significant 
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difference, however, when using different cut transducers. 

As the few Y-cut transducers we had were exhausted after a 

time, the remaining measurements were made by using the 

AC-cut transducers. The AC-cut transducer, which also has 

a resonant frequency of 10 MHz and an overtone polish, was 

purchased from Valpey-Fisher Corporation originally in a 

size of 3/4" diameter. It was then cut, by using a diamond 

saw, to small rectangies of approximately 1/8" diagonal. 

The two sides were cut slightly different in length in order 

to specify the direction of polarization. A 3/4" transducer 

which costs about twice as much as an 1/4" transducer 

yielded about 30 small ones in this way. 

The early measurements, where the Y-cut transducers 

were used, used Nonag stopcock grease as the bonding 

material. The advantage of using Nonag is that it is easy 

to apply and to remove, and that the bond can be tested 

immediately. It does solidify and become brittle at low 

temperatures, however, and makes the echos distorted and 

difficult to use for shear wave measurements. For the 

measurements we did here, where the temperature is always 

above the Neel temperature, the Nonag proved to be a 

resonably good bonding material to use. As for measurements 

with AC-cut transducers, Nonag, for some reason not clear 

to us, was too inefficient to use. Hence, another suitable 

bonding material was necessary. Dr. Donoho suggested that 

epoxy could be used as a good bonding material and it was 
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found that the epoxy gives strong bonds even at low temper¬ 

atures. The problem with epoxy is that is needs several 

hours to dry before the bond can be tested and that it is 

difficult to remove the transducer from the sample without 
(5) 

damaging the transducer and the sample. Kale found that 

this removal could be done by covering the transducer with 

GE-7031 varnish and baking for about three days. This 

method was not very desirable because it just took too much 

time. Hence, we were looking for an easier method because 

the epoxy we used could have a character of its own. It 

was then found that the transducer could be easily removed 

by placing it in a mixture of ethyl alcohol and toluene 

and placing it in an ultrasonic cleaner overnight. Actually, 

it was found later that it will take much less time to do 

the work but we just didn't realize that it is that easy to 

remove at the beginning. The sample that has been subjected 

to this process appears to have suffered some surface 

damage, particularly at the surface around the tranducer. 

Luckily, the surface covered by the transducer was undamaged 

and it did not affect the later measurements. It is not 

clear whether this damage is the result of the epoxy, the 

solution or the combination of the epoxy and the solution. 

Or it is because the solution used has been tested for 

serveral times, in which a piece of glass glued on an 

aluminium block was used for testing, and already had 

dissolved a lot of epoxy and aluminium in it. Later it 
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was found that it was only necessary to leave the sample 

in the solution for about ten minutes before it could be 

removed, and this method was used many times without 

noticeable affect on the surface of the sample. 

ULTRASONIC EQUIPMENT 

(6) 
The echo overlap technique developed by May and 
(7) (8) 

Papadakis was used for the ultrasonic wave velocity measure¬ 

ment. A MATEC ultrasonic generator model 6000 and a MATEC 

R.F. plug in model 760 is the heart of the ultrasonic 

equipment. It produces high power pulses at constant 

frequency which interact with the transducer to produce 

the elastic waves in the sample. This unit also receives 

and amplifies the signal from the ultrasonic echos which 

interact with the transducer and induce an electric field 

each time they reflect from that surface. An Airborne 

Instrument Laboratory Type 1313 30 MHz tuned preamplifier 

amplifies the rf echos in order to make thesignal strong 

enough to be seen on a Tektronix 465 oscilloscope. This 

tuned amplifier, which replaced an Hewlett-Packard 462A 

amplifier, was found to have a much better signal to noise 

ratio. A Hewlett-Packard 606A signal generator was used to 

control a decade divider which in turn controled the 

repetition rate of the rf pulses. A Hewlett-Packard 5244L 

electronic counter was used to monitor the frequency of the 
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generator. The frequency control knob of the generator was 

far too coarse, so another knob and a belt to drive the 

original knob were added so that finer control of the 

frequency could be obtained. It was felt that a varying 

of frequency of a couple of cycles or even less was normally 

possible. The stability of the combination of the signal 

generator and the counter was better the + 1 Hz over the 

short period of time where the measurement was taken. The 

decade divider which actually includes, a decade divider, a 

a delay and a strobe generator, was designed by Dr. Donoho 

and built by Pinatti. The decade divider with an imput 

frequency f from the cw generator, provides output frequency 

of f/10, f/100, and f/1000 which may be selected to trigger 

the rf generator. The master synchronizer section provides 

a trigger signal output to the oscilloscope with frequency, 

f, and adjustable delay from 0.3 s to 100 s. This function 

allows us to locate a particular section of the echos on the 

oscilloscope screen. A strobe pulse triggered with the 

ouptut from the decade divider enters the z-axis of the 

oscilloscope and intensifies the trace of echos displayed on 

the screen. By adjusting the delay time and width of the 

strobe, any portion of the series of echos can be chosen to 

be displayed on the screen. 

The principle of operation is this : The purpose of 

this set-up is to allow the frequency, f, of the cw 

generator to be adjusted so that its period is equal to 

the round trip time of the ultronic wave in the sample. 
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The wave velocity, v, can then be calculated from v = 21f, 

where 1 is the length of the sample in the direction that 

the ultrasonic wave is propagating. The only input of the 

decade divider is the output frequency, f, of the cw genera¬ 

tor. One output of the decade divider is a divided fre¬ 

quency f/10n, n = 1,2,3, to trigger the ultrasonic pulse 

generator and another output is a delayed frequency, f, same 

as the output of the cw generator, to trigger the oscillo¬ 

scope. Because the trigger frequency of thé oscilloscope 

is faster than the repitition rate of the ultrasonic pulses, 

many echos of one pulse will then be displayed on the screen 

overlapped. For example, if we adjust the frequency so that 

f = v/21 and the divided frequency to be f/100, then 100 

echos will be exactly overlapped provided that this many 

echos exist. Since only a few good echos were necessary 

for the best resolution, adjusting the width and delay time 

of the strobe controls the number and portions of echos to 

be displayed. In this way, by adjusting the frequency of 

the cw generator to have the echos overlaped, the velocity 

can be calculated. 

MAGNET AND POWER SUPPLY 

A Harvey Wells HS-1050 magnet power supply provides 

50 amperes of current to a Harvey Wells L-128 magnet which 

produces a maximum uniform field of 17.6 KOe with two inches 
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gap between pole pieces. The magnetic field was measured 

with a systron Donner Model 3102 Digital Hall Effect 

Gaussmeter. 

CRYOGENIC DEWAR AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM 

An Andonian metal dewar has a narrow tail section which 

rests between the poles of the magnet. The sample and 

sample holder, when inserted into the dewar, will be held 

between the poles of the magnet. The reservoir, which was 

filled with liquid nitrogen (L^) in this experiment, can 

also be filled with liquid helium if temperatures below 

77°K are desired. The vacuum jacket was pumped to approxi- 
_ 3 

mately 10 torr to provide enough heat insulation for the 

reservoir. An US^ jacket, which was not used in this 

experiment, can be filled with to shield the reservoir 

from radiate heat, when liquid helium is used in the 

reservoir. The throttle valve stem opens the throttle 

valve and allows the cryogenic liquid in the reservoir to 

flow through the capillary tube to the bottom of the tail 

where it vaporizes and flows past the sample to cool it. 

The temperature control was done by manually adjusting 

the current output of a Harrison Laboratory power supply to 

the 20 ohm heater wire wound at the bottom of the sample 

holder. The temperature of the sample was measured with 

the copperconstantan thermocouple and the Leeds and 
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Northrupe milivolt potentiometer. Great patience and 

pratice was needed to manually adjust the heater current 

to get a stable temperature. It was felt that the stability 

of temperature was good to within + 0.2 degrees in most 

cases. Because several minutes was needed to take data at 

different magnetic field after the desired temperature was 

obtained. The temperature had to be constantly checked 

and heater current adjusted, so the measurement process 

was more time consuming and less smooth. 

MEASUREMENT 

After a bond had been made and the sample placed in 

the sample holder, and cables connected to the equipment, 

the trigger of the oscilloscope was set to convention mode 

so that the echo train could be seen on the screen. The 

frequency of the pulse generator, and the receiver and 

preamplifier tuning, was roughly set accoring to the tuning 

data chart provided at 30 MHz. Fine tuning was done by 

adjusting the three knobs so that the maximum amplitude of 

the echos was obtained. It was necessary to read just the 

three knobs as temperature changes to get the best echos 

because the resonant frequency of the transducer was some¬ 

what dependent on the temperature. 

Impendance matching for the load of the pulse generator 

was important to have maximum trasfer of rf energy. It was 
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found that the best impedance matching could be obtained by 

trying different lengths of BNC. In the first few measure¬ 

ments the importance of impedance matching was not realized, 

but by luck a strong signal was bbtained by just using the 

BNC which was at hand at that time. As the measurement was 

changed to parallel field measurement and the newly built 

sample holder was used, the signal all but vanished. It 

was first suspected that it was because of a shorted sample 

holder. Only after disassembling and assembling the sample 

holder a few times was it then realized that the cause was 

poor impendance matching. The problem was solved by 

changing to a BNC of different length. 

The quality of the echos was judged by the shape of 

the echo pattern and the number of echos that could be 

seen. A bond showing ten or more undistorted and more or 

less exponentially decaying echos was usually judged to be 

satisfactory to use. If the echos seemed to be unsatisfac¬ 

tory, it was necessary to adjust the lower plate of the 

sample holder to change the pressure on the transducer or 

to relocate the position of the sample at the sample holder 

because the two copper plates of the sample holder were not 

exactly parallel. If all this failed, then the trasducer 

was removed, the sample cleaned and the bond reapplied. 

After good echos were obtained, the strobe width and delay 

time were adjusted so that the specific echos could be 

chosen. Normally, three or four echos would give the best 
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results for overlapping, and the second through fifth echos 

were used. The frequency of the cw generator was the 

roughly set at the minimum overlapping frequency by 

measuring the period, At, between two consecutive echos 

and set the frequency, f, equals to 1/At. Now the undivided 

delayed signal was fed to the trigger of the oscilloscope 

and the divided signal, the f/100 scale was usually used, 

was used to trigger the pulse generator. The sweep time 

of the oscilloscope was set at the fastest mode in order to 

allow the most accurate measurement, and fine adjustment of 

the frequency was obtained by the exact overlapping of the 

echos displayed on the screen. 
_3 

The vacuum jacket was pumped down to about 10 torr. 

The use of the diffusion pump was not necessary because 

only LN2 was used as cryogenic liquid. The reservoir and 

sample chamber were evacuated and flushed with dry helium 

gas after the sample holder was inserted into the chamber. 

This procedure was necessary to get all the moisture out 

so that it wouldn't freeze the needle valve as the tempera¬ 

ture went down below the freezing point. The reservoir 

was then filled with L^, while the sample chamber was held 

at a slight overpressure so that it wouldn't suck in moist 

air as the helium gas in it was cooled and contracted. 

The reservoir was capped to raise the pressure so that when 

the throttle valve was opened a stream of LN2 flowed 

through the capillary tube, vaporized, and flowed past the 
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sample to cool it. The exhausted LN2 gas was bubbled 

through water so that the rate of flow of the LN2 into the 

sample chamber could be monitored. The heater was turned 

off and the sample was allowed to cool down, at a rate of 

approximately 1°K per minute, to just above the Neel 

temperature, 180°K. The temperature was monitored by using 

a copper-constantan thermocouple which is widely used 

because it has good sensitivity at this temperature range 

also because it has the most complete value data available. 

A deionized ice water bath was used as the temperature 

reference point. The throttle valve was closed after the 

desired temperature was obtained and the temperature was 

held at that point by adjusting the heater current. The 

temperature was fluctuating up and down about, rather than 

held exactly constant at, the point desired. The best could 

be done was to keep the fluctuation as small and, more 

importantly, as slow as possible. The fluctuation was 

usually kept at less than two tenths of a degree, and during 

a short period of time, typically no more than a couple of 

minutes, the temperature can be considered as constant as 

the thermocouple pontential can tell. The temperature was 

held at that point for about an hour to let the thermal 

equilibrium to be reached. By adjusting the frequency so 

that the echos were overlapped, the measurement was done 

every few minutes and the thermal equilibrium was considered 

reached when there was no noticeable difference between two 
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measurements. The velocity was then measured at the field 

of 0, 7K, 10K, 12K, 14K, 16K, and 17.5K Oe. After the data 

at the highest field were taken, the field was quickly 

reduced to zero and another velocity measurement was made. 

This was to check with the first data to see if there is 

any change to the elastic constant due to possible a slight 

change of temperature during the measurement or due to that 

the thermal equilibrium was not yet reached. The heater 

current was then increased to raise the temperature, at a 

rate of about 10K per minute, to the next point and held at 

that temperature for about 5 minutes. Another set of data 

was taken with changing magnetic field. The temperture 

point was taken at every five degrees from 180°K to 200°K 

and every ten degrees from 200°K to 300°K. More closely 

distributed temperature points were necessary at temperatures 

close to the Neel temperature because that is where the 

change of the elastic constants was largest. Near room 

temperature, where the change of the elastic constants with 

the magnetic field was so small that is was almost undetec¬ 

table as the magnetic field was varied serveral K Oe, only 

the elastic constants at zero and the highest magnetic field 

were measured, so that the field could be increased and 

decreased as fast as possible to minimize and effect due to 

the temperature shift. This procedure was necessary 

because sometimes at high temperature the change of the 

elastic constants over the entire range of the magnetic 
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field corresponds to only about the change of the elastic 

constants with less than a half degree's change to 

temperature. 



Ill THEORY 

THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN 

The Hamiltonian of rare earths, omitting the classical 

elastic energy term, can be written as : 

in-1 <>1 - M» + + t 

A ^ 
where is the ordinary Zeeman interaction energy, >f£jC 

and are the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the 

exchange energy respectively, à-f*. is the crystal field 

X 
anisotropy energy, is the one ion magnetoelastic 

energy and is the two ion magnetoelastic energy. 

Here we assume that the magnetic energy is weak compared to 

the spin-orbit energy so that the Zeeman interaction is 

used and j,m, rather than m. ,m , is used to specify a 
(9) 1 S 

state. 

THE ZEEMAN INTERACTION 

The Zeeman interaction term is 

HI”2 a H *■ ■Ms'£ *H 

where g is the Lande g-factor calculated from the ; 

tripositive dysprosium ion, is the Bohr magneton, 
M» 

Ojt is the total angular momentum of the ith ion and 

H is the external magnetic field. 

THE EXCHANGE ENERGY 

The exchange energy is due to the interaction between 

the 4f electrons of different ions. Due to the fact that 
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the 4f electrons are in an inner shell which is shielded 

by the outer electron cloud, the direct interaction is 

negligible. The actual mechanism for the exchange 

interaction is the indirect interaction where the spins 

of the 4f ion cores are coupled together by the magnetiza- 
(10) 

tion induced in the conduction electron gas. Such an 
(10,11,12) 

interaction is known as the RKKY interaction. 

The isotropic exchange Hamiltonian has the form : 

A calculation of the RKKY interaction yields the expression 

for the exchange intergral ; 

d-.i = 0 c R;i= = (.-&-) <t>o 

= ( ■) Ï - S*» 1 ) / 1 * 

and <5^ is the Fermi energy, K^ is the Fermi wavevector 

and ^ is the s-f interaction, the interaction between a 

localized f electron and a conduction electron. This form 

of the exchange Hamiltonian is very difficult to treat. 

For numèrical computations we must reduce the Hamiltonian 

to a sigle ion Hamiltonian. The molecular field approxima¬ 

tion, which assumes that the effect of all the other moments 

on a given moment can be described by a hypothetical 

magnetic field and thus ignores the interaction between each 

other moments, seems to be the only simple way to do this. 

III-4 

where 

III-5 
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Thus, by writing 

III-6 

where 

III-7 0* - T <5^ > 

and by define 

III-8 

we get 

III-9 
% — t 

^ «MB Y * * J* 

The molecular field approximation is better at higher 

temperatures where the moments can be considered as more 

randomly oriented and is not too good at lower temperatures 

where the correlations between the moments become more 

important. Nevertheless, the molecular field approximation 

is used in this thesis because this is the only simple 

approximation that allows computation of the exchange 

interaction. The measurements were never done below the 

Neel temperature of Dy, 179°K, so that the molecular field 

approximation is considered to be farily good. 

The anisotropic exchange energy, with only second order 

axial anisotropy present, can be written in the form : 

Also treating this term in the molecular field approxima 

tion, we have the following expression : 

III-10 



CRYSTAL FIELD INTERACTION 

The crystal field term arises from the interaction of 

the 4f electrons with neighboring ions. The electric fields 

set up by the ions are non-spherical in the heavy rare 

earths, hence they establish a preferential orientation for 

the electron cloud in the crystal. The electric potential 

seen by the electrons at one ion site due to all other 

positive ions, with the origin of the coordinate taken to be 

at the ion, can be written as : 

III-12 

where is the position of the electron where the poten- 

tial is to be measured, |f~* the position of the ith ion and 

in the 6; the charge of the ith ion. Expanding 
(14) 

spherical harmonics, 

I 
I r - n t 

in-13 Vcr)-4irçe.i-z.-îjTï- Yx*ce*, t;) 

since f is always smaller that rA* . Equivalently we can 

write it in a simpler form : 

III-14 vor,e,t) = 55 B;V 

where 

in-15 4!t£ -JL. <*. *=) 

It turns out that only Bt* / B>^ and B^ are nonzero in the 

summation for simple hep symmetry. However, since the c/a 
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ratio for Dy does not have the ideal value, B2 Is also not 

zero. Calculation of the B*** 's has to include the effect 

of charge screening by the outer shell electrons as has been 
(16) 

done by Kasuya. The spin-orbit coupling of rare earths is 

strong and locks the spin and orbital momentums together and 

makes J a good quantum number. For the heavy rare earths 

only the lowest lying level of the J maniford is excited. 
(17) 

Using the Wigne-Eckhart theorem, Stevens showed that the 

matrix elements of the spherical harmonics can be replaced 

by matrix elements of the irreducible tensor operators multi 

plied by a constant factor. The irreducible tensor Q is a 

function of J and is defined in appendix A. The crystal 

field term can then be written as : 

III-16 

where Pt 's are the phenomenological anisotropy constants 

which are usually measured experimentally. 

THE MAGNETOELASTIC INTERACTION 

The one and two ion magnetoelastic terms arise in a 

strained crystal where the lattice is deformed from its 

hexagonally symmetry. Hence, it is important to have a 

discussion about some properties of the deformation of the 

lattice first. Suppose a lattice was subject to a deforma- 

tion such that a given point x (x^, X2, x^ ) in the lattice 

undergoes a displacement u (u^, U3) to a new point 

x'(x£, x£, Xg) such that u = x' - x. For an infinitesimal 

displacements, by expanding u^ in Taylor series in <i,x's at 
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its original position and taking only the first order terms 

we get : 

111-17 ^ ^ 

From this, we could define the infinitesimal displacement 

tensor, 

III-18 3 IAà 

3 

and get the expression for the coordinates of the displaced 

lattice point, 

111-1^ X; ~ +■ C;i{) 

Also, by defining the strain in the direction by means 

of the formula : 

III-20 — 

and assuming that is very small and by using 
(18) 

the infinitesimal displacement tensor we can get : 

HI-21 + JT?) *x* 

we can then define the infinitesimal strain tensor, 

sometions simply called the small strains, as 

_ , ail,: 
" * CT*7 + ' 

+ 

III-22 
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Evidently, e. . is just the symmetric part of 6.. . The 

other part, the antisymmetric part, of 6 ^ can be written 

as : 

m-23 ± C ~ ) 

which represents an infinitesimal rotation. It is 

misleading to call 6^ the strain, and e^j and vAJ„ the 

symmetric and rotational part of the strain. It is obvious 

that the strain is invariant under rotations by virtue of 

its physical meaning. The classical elastic energy, 

assuming Hook's law holds, can written in terms of the 
(19) 

strains : 

III-24a ?CxtJkxe*i e*JL , if j /k,l = 1,2,3 

or we can write it in the abbreviate form 

III-24b ra,n = 1,2... / 

where e, = e„ . e* * e»* , ^3 = , 

= £23 , Cfc ~ €12. . 

from this definition we cansee that the elastic constants 

are : 

III-25 C = ^ ^ÎJLSLO/> 
ijkl <3 3 £*je. 

By the symmetry of the hexagonal crystal structure, there 
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are only 5 independent elastic constant : C^, Cgg, C44' 

C, 0 and C,The six Cartesian strains e„ . e , e , e , 12 11 xx yy zz yz 

e „ and e, . form the basis of the reducible 6-dimensional xz xy 

representation of the hexangonal group of Dy. This 

repressentation can be reduced into two one-dimensional 

and two two-dimensional irreducible representations : 

HI-26 e“'l = e,„ +e„a + e,t , e"'^ 

ef = - eaj , e.1 =- 
e,s 

The first is simply the volum change and the second 

is the change in the c/a ratio for fixed volume. The e^ 1 s 

strains are shearing strains in the basal plane and ef ' s 

are shearing strains in planes containing the c-axis. 

Using these irreducible representations, Callen and Callen 
(2) 

write the elastic energy as : 

III-27 HA»- i Cce^f+c* •* t cr< e-V mM t 1 

H -Î 

where the C^'J 's are expressed in terms of the Cartesian 

elastic constants : 

III-28 C?- CiCM+Cjjf 2Cut4C„J/
<i 

Cx - C^ + ^Ci5 -4CtJ)/g 

CJlt 
5 C " C(i + Cix )/*{ 

C T — Cfcfc - i (Cu' C**.) 

c* a cM 
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T T» v 
Note that the coefficients of 's and C/ 's are 

different from those of Callen and Callen. 

The one ion magnetoelastic interaction is due to the 

dependence of the crystal field anisotropy on lattice 

deformation. Hence the one ion magnetoelastic Hamiltonian 

was formed from the angular momentum basis functions and 

the displacement basis functions. The displacement basis 

functions can be written similar to the strain basis 

functions • • 

III-29 , - 2 ~ é<j £ 

é/ = ~ , fej,r - Gjcj *t é’vj* 

, ~ * 
€i V 

with obvious modification for symmetry considerations. 
(2) r /* 

Callen and Callen used the strain functions, , instead 

of the diaplacement functions, , to construct the 

magnetoelastic part of Hamiltonian hence left out the 

rotational dependent terms of the magnetoelastic energy. 
(20) (21) 

Eastman, by measurements on ferrimagnetic YIG, and Melcher, 

by measurements on antiferromagnetic MnF2, first experimen¬ 

tally verified the importance of these rotational terms. 
(3) 

Southern and Goodings pointed out the contribution from the 

rotational term to the elastic constants in an applied 

magnetic field for rare earths but their improper treatment 

of the finite strains led to a wrong prediction. 

By the fact that the Hamiltonian must be an even 
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-, (22) 

function of jj to retain the time reversal symmetry, 

the one ion magnetoelastic Hamiltonian to first order in 

r « 
é. *' '5 and second order in the angular momentum operators 

is ; 

in-30 *;&) 

- SrteirQ*t <Æ) o« «UJ 

~ B6f C<ït) + On CJAO) 

The two ion magnetoelastic interaction is due to the 

dependence of the exchange interaction on lattice deformation. 

The Hamiltonian is similar to that of the one ion magneto¬ 

elastic interaction except that the angular momentum 

operators are in the form of products of angular momentum 

operators of different ions. The two ion magnetoelastic 

Hamiltonian is in the form : 

III-31 «J — Y r r%u,° »â 5? 

- 2 CD 
s 

d,z 

* ^ is, ( D~K3*X ■ J„,3),) ^ c■+ 3*,)] 

- Z D':‘Ce,‘(Ji3 +5*3,,) +e*(J„3J4 +J* jt„)j 
Like the exchange energy, this term must also be treated 

in the molecular field approximation in order to reduce 

it to a single ion Hamiltonian. The result of the molecular 

field approximation is : 
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III-32 

+J J;*' «a 3;*) * ^3^'xj] 

+ J ^Éf é * COj J*,+ % J*? ) + £* ("-x Jàî + °i ^x)J 

where 

III-33 

and 

III-34 

We can now write the complete Hamiltonian in the abbreviated 

form : 

Note that it is a function of 6^*, but not UJJ SO that it 

already contains terms that describe the effect of a rotation 

of the elastic medium. However, we may rotate the elastic 

medium and the magnetic field together, which is equivalent 

to rotate the coordinates in the opposite sense, and the 

energy won't be affected. Let be an orthogonal 

tensor which represents the rotation of the system. If 

the rotation be infinitesimal, we may write 

III-35 

III-36 
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Hence we can substitute the quantities, 

III-37 

~ ^VyW C "** 

J 
A 

HM Ha 

to the Hamiltonian. This is similar to those rotational 
(23) 

invariant quantities used by Melcher and by Southern and 
(3) 

Goodings except that they used the finite strains, 

instead of the small strains, to substitude for 

However, they finally changed the to and have 

the same expression as we have here. 

As we can see from the derivation, the Hamiltonians 

>\ 6^ ) and C ^) are equivalent 

because they involve only a rotation of the coordinate 

system. 

The rotational terms can be calculated by substituting 

HM and with ^ and respectively and 

substitute with . Only the calculation of the 

1=2 term of the anisotropy crystal field term will be shown 

in detail here. Others can be simply obtained by similar 

calculations. 
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III-38 

III-39 

OJ,* - acj+ol 

- Qjci. j,^) 

Q2 ^,.2^) 

-Jï {sec s^+uwo^]’ - JC3+0]] 

= J|{3[3;8+^M 3CJÏ-0]] 

= J§{3D;j"3C3+'^+ 3 /§■ ÇZfi.'di/H 3.x 

+ 3* 3,, +[fw^ 3^ )* ] ] 

~ Q* 230 + Jl> C*023,* + Aîx3;. } 

(2^*3,, 3,0] 

+ C S€cond order "terms} 

~ Qlci)-«/C u>,* Qx\ CJ) “/Çu^ QZ <5) 

The complete Hamiltonian is shown in appendix B 

ANISOTROPY 

The magnetic anisotropy is extremely large and is 

a considerably significant perturbation on the exchange 
(1) 

interaction in many of the rare earths. The anisotropy 

energy for rare earths can be written in the form ; 
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The basal plane anisotropy is some two orders of magnitude 

smaller. Due to the larger two-fold anisotropy energy of 

Dy, the magnetic moment can only be pried out of the basal 

plane few degrees at 4.2 degree K even in fields of over 

100 kOe applied along the hard c-axis direction. As a 

consequence the angular torque method was difficult to 

use in measurements of the anisotropy. The magnetization 

measurement is a better method to determine the anisotropy 

constants. The magnetization measurements are usually done 

at constant temperature hence the Helmholtz free energy 

should be minimized at equilibrium. By writing 

which is the anisotropy energy minus the effect of the 

interaction of the magnetic moment with the field, thus 

leaving only the energy of magnetizing the sample. Hence 

we can determine the anisotropy constants by measuring the 

angle of the magnetization and by using the equation 

evaluated at the equilibrium angles. The experimental 

uncertainty in measurements of the anisotropy can be rather 

large. A least squares fit, which is usually used to find 

the anisotropy constants, may product non-unique values 

especially for the higher order terms. This may partially 

III-43 p = n * H t Ea 

III-44 
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in-40 E*- Ki p* pA*c<**>0J ■* Kj Puc«t>e) 

+ Kt fc9 

where K's are the phenomenological anisotropy constants, 

Q the angle of the magnetization with respect to c-axis 

and the angle of the magnetization with respect to 

the a-axis. The first three terms describe the dominant 

uniaxial anisotropy and the last term describes the six-fold 

basal plane anisotropy. Callen and Callen showed that for 
(24) 

J = oo , 

HI-41 

= î*. y, r£ ■V)] 
A 

where X is a reduced hyperbolic Bessel function (modified 

first bessel function of odd half integer order), qr=-pj- 

is the reduced magnetization and 

III-42 CK)c c**h * -jc 
(25) 

is the Langevin function . Callen and Shtrikman showed that 

this result is valid for all renormalized collection 

excitation theories, including molecular field theory, the 

spin wave theory and the Green's function theories. 

For all heavy rare earths except Gd the two-fold 

anisotropy anisotropy energy is predominately of single 

ion origin and typically has the value of 30-120 °K/ion. 
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basis of a representation. The equilibrium strain ' 

was found by letting following derivatives 

III-47 = -C B,d'V<r*-t (3 0-^- o*J 

it a_r8;‘*<a;>t 
oe, 

it = -f6 r,*< ol* > + <*'’’J ) 
Jt,' 

à€l 

Je, 

5 ek
e 

(26) 
Clark et al write the magnetostriction in the form : 

in-4» ^ . x1; °C p.**+A3‘ > + At" P* 

* P,‘)(A‘-Î) + At r3 

A fix ’ ) 0*x ^ A*3 

+ iA*’*CP,** *B,<<3)£,0(, 

where oCx , are the direction cosines of the 

magnetization and jSy , Py , are those of the measurement 

direction. The six magnetostriction constants are measured 
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experimentally. For example, A.r'2 is equal to A(*.Mi>,cO 

where is the change of length in the a direction 

while magnetic field is applied in the a direction and 

X(be^) ^-s t*10 change of length in the a direction when 

field is applied in the b direction. The magnetostriction 

constants A have a temperature dependence replated to the 
(2) 

magnetization. Callen and Callen have obtained expressions 

for this temperature dependence which is of the same form 

as for the anisotropy 

III-49 A!c*0 = A*'*CT = 0) tX 

We can relate the equilibrium strains to the experimentally 

measured magnetoelastic constants by the following equations 

4,0 _ a dfO ^ * *,o x 
III-50 

where 

III-51 

J.n «|P . HjP R|9 s %**»*■' i «<0. 

ef,0= 2\ + A* , e, -A* ) 

e, = 3*(2A, -t Aa. ) , t-i “ A, ) 

\r,z +•* V *oX e = A 

_u,o » vr-ir r*'° ^ * ru,°r‘tL\ 
<2, = A aCr ^ C^) 

•I.® » Tw1/" S'*'0 r- * ~ C-""0 C \ e, = ■j-J’r (s* c, -ç-, > 

er- -t tc s,*'*£»*- arc,: >f o 

er,* = 

e*’•- ptc^e*'** 
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with 

III-52 crc-.<cttv 

In this expression we can write the equilibrium strains as : 

in-53 ê* = et "-* e‘'*<Qj> 

ë* = et'*«*!> 

c,r = e.r,VoA> - 

ë * = ee,!< o;, > - 5^ = e£,1<0 :» ? 

FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE ELASTIC CONSTANTS 

The elastic internal energy can be written as : 

III-54 = £ X e** 

if only second order elastic constants are considered. 

Hence we can define the elastic constants in the usual 

way : 

III-55 C - 3 

For magnetic materials the internal energy contains extra 

terms and above argument seems not valid. However, we can 

consider this from the standpoint of the classical 

Hamiltonian mechanics of contineous media. Following the 
(27) 

formulation of Goldstein we have a set of wave equations 

for the propagation of elastic waves in a continuous medium 
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III-56 t)3^ _ (k à o\ 
1 <k A* ^ r a ^ 1 

*• a' x - J 

Recalling that £. » « 
A* a **> 

we get 

III-57 a /IA w ci 3 

3*UA 

Hence by defining the effective elastic constant as 

III-58 
a*ov. 

ÿ-éA a 

and using the wave equations we have 

III-59 M ''■Fr 

This allows us to calculate the elastic constants by 

measuring the ultrasonic wave velocities. Note that 

~ * ' 
although the effective elastic constants C.^.^ ■* are 

second derivatives of internal energy with respect to 
t . 
S instead of derivatives with respect to s as 

for the elastic constant * • The elastic energy 

is independent of rotation of the elastic medium and by 

the fact that 
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III-60 
9 ' ** 

the expression for agrees with that for as 

a special case where the magnetic terms vanish. 

Now we can write 

and x be the measured change of the elastic 

constants as a magnetic field is applied. The subscript 

of Umag will be dropped because only the magnetic energy 

will be considered hereafter. From this we can see that 

the contributions to the change of the elastic constants 

in magnetic field is contained in the terms bileaner in 

c 's in the internal energy. 
* (1) 

Callen and Callen treats the magnetoelastic Hamiltonian 

in the first-order perturbation theory thus the internal 

energy is linear in 6*^*5 . As a result, Callen and 

Callen's theory failed to account for the field dependence 

of the elastic constants. One solution to this problem 

is the use of higher order perturbation theory to get the 

internal energy and another, even more complicated, solution 

is to include in the magnetoelastic Hamiltonian higher 

III-61 



order terms in £*^5 • However, Southern and Goodings 

took another approach in which they simply substituted the 

small strain with the finite strain : 

III-62 E^. - £ 

in the magnetoelastic Hamiltonian. In this way, the 

Hamiltonian automatically contains terms second order in 

and the magnetoelastic contribution can be calculated 

even still using first order perturbation theory. This 

approach is hardly justified because, as we discussed before 

in this chapter, the lowest order terms of the magneto¬ 

elastic Hamiltonian, as we constructed the Hamiltonian, are 

terms linear in e^'s (which equal + *0^ ), which do 

not have a linear relationship with j. The substitution 

of the CjtyS with the is, in fact, just direct 

adding the terms second order in to the magnetoelastic 

Hamiltonian, but, in an improper manner. The proper way to 

add the second order termsis, of course, to use the group 

theoretical consideration same as Callen and Callen used to 

construct the first order Hamiltonian. The coefficients of 

the first and second order terms shoud be, not as Southern 

and Goodings' theory implied, independent. The inadequacy 

of the Southern and Goodings' theory was verified by the 

measured change of the elastic constant C00 in a magnetic 
(28) ^ 

field by Kale. While Southern and Goodings' theory 

showed that ACxx/Czx^T2’ in the paramagnetic phase is 
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independent of temperature, experiment shows it has strong 

dependence with temperature and its magnitude is 1 to 2 

orders larger, from room temperature to Neel temperature, 

than predicted. The comparasion of predicted and 

experimental values and shown in fig III-l. 
(4) 

Another approach was adopted by Freyne to find the 

magnetoelastic contribution to the elastic constants. 

Callen and Callen's Hamiltonian was used with the isotropic 

exchange energy treated in the molecular field approximation 

and the one-ion magnetoelastic energy was truncted so that 

only a few significant terms were kept. The thermodynamic 

quantities were then obtained by statistical mechanics. 

The partition founction can be written as : 

III-63 2=Tre 
(29) 

where , and the free energy is given by 

III-64 F= -p-JUtli- 

The equilibrium strains were then calculated by minimizing 

the fre energy. The thermal average of the magnetic 

internal energy, which is the total energy minus the 
(29) 

elastic energy, can be calculated by : 

III-65 ^ ~ JU\ SL 
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and is the grand partition function which can be 

written as : 

cv —T— * /3 6^) 
III-66 oC “ Tr e 

where A is the exchange and anisotropy energy terms and 

££ is the magnetoelastic energy terms to be treated in the 

first order perturbation theory. By using the equation of 

motion for wave parallel to c-axis : 

HI-67 r4$, = ° -V 

where U is the elastic energy plus the magnetic energy, 

and writing the effective elastic constant as : 

IH-68 - 
/=>ujZ 

° -Â
3 

= C™ê 

it is possible to calculate the magnetoelastic contribution 

to the elastic constants. For example, the can be 

determined by calculate . Freyne's 
(4) 

calculation showed that the anomaly in the Cgg elastic 

constant was largely due to the magnetoelastic contribution. 

The calculated anomalous dip of Cgg at zero field appeared 

at the correct temperature, 240°K, although it had a slightly 

different shape as compared to the value measured by Long 
(30) (31) 

et al and by Fisher and Dever. The calculations also showed 
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that the dip moved to lower temperature and became less 

sharp as a field was applied in the basal plane. A field 

of 8k0e either in the basal plane or along the c-axis was 

sufficient to suppress the dip, which also agrees with the 

experiment. In addition, Freyne's theory showed that the 

lack of the anomalous dip of the elastic constant found 

in experiment was due to the fact that the magnitude of 

is much smaller than that of • 

Although Freyne's theory is good for Gd, it'.can not be 

directly applied to the other heavy rare earths, mainly 

because the S-state Gd ion does not have one-ion anisotropy 

while other rare earths exhibit extremly large anisotropy. 

Freyne's assumption that the exchange energy is large 

compared to anisotropy and the omission of the hexagonal 

symmetry anisotropy would not be justified for other rare 

earths. This is especially true for the temperatures in 

the paramagnetic region in which we are interested. 
(5) 

Following the work of Kale, the general thermodynamic 

method which has been extended to allow it to be applied 

to any of the heavy rare earths will be used to explain the 

experimental results in this thesis. Whereas Freyne used 

the magnetoelastic constants deduced from static magneto¬ 

striction measurements to explain the anomalous dip in 

C33 of Gd, Kale found the set of magnetoelastic constants 

that best described the experimentally measured dependence 
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of the elastic constants on magnetic field. The exchange 

interaction was treated in the molecular field approximation. 

The crystal field interaction and static magnetostriction 

as well as the Zeeman interaction and the exchange 

interaction were included in the first order Hamiltonian 

because at higher temperatures where the measurements 

were made the exchange interaction is not always signifi¬ 

cantly large than the other terms. This is in contrast to 

Callen and Callen's assumption that the exchange interaction 

is the dominant interaction and their treatment of the 

crystal field interaction and the static magnetostriction 

only as a small perturbing energies. The anisotropic 

exchange interaction was also included in the zero-order 

Hamiltonian because it was found that there could be a 
(32) (33) 

significant contribution from this interaction. 

The magnetoelastic Hamiltonian can break into two 

parts : 

HI"69 = <Hvv,e ^ 
where M depends only on the static magnetostrictive 

*TWZ» 

strains, , and depends only on the externally 

applied dynamic strains, Ç?' * , with the total strain 

being 

III-70 e.n,'= V'" + rf 

The superscript, rf, of the dynamic strains will be dropped 
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hereafter because only this part of strain will be 

The total Hamiltonian can be written as : 

* Ha + tfiï t rtZ + M. t 

_I»,i tf 
Although the dynamic strains, c* , should be a function 

of time and position they are treated here as uniform static 

strains. The wave length of the 30MHz elastic wave is in 

_2 
the order of 10 cm while the interatomic spacing is in 

— 7 — g the order of 10 - 10 cm hence the strains can be 
_7 

considered uniform. The time the strains change is 10 

— 8 
10 sec and is much longer than the spin-spin relaxation 

time which is about 10-^ sec hence the strains can be 

considered static. 

The parameters in the zero-order Hamiltonian, the 

molecular field anisotropy constants and the static magneto¬ 

elastic constants appearing in were numerically 

calculated to give the best fit to the experimental magneti¬ 

zation, anisotropy and magnetostriction data. The energy 

eigenvalues were calculated by numerically diagonalizing 

the Hamiltonian and from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

the thermodynamic quantities, the magnitude and orientation 

of magnetization, the free energy and the internal energy, 

can be calculated. 

The magnetization can be calculated from the formula : 

considered. 

III-71 

where 

III-72 
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III-73 U* = 1 <>*lj I ^ 6 
J a 

and the equilibrium static magnetostrictive strains can 

be calculated by minizing the free energy. The internal 

energy was obtained from the equation : 

III-74 u- 
le 

and the change of the elastic constants was calculated from 

its second derivative with respect to the dynamic strain. 

The magnetoelastic constants calculated from the static 

magnetostriction data should be same as those calculated 

from the elastic constant data from the ultrasonic 

measurements thus some check on the consistency of the two 

sets of coefficients can be made. 
rf 

The perturbing Hamiltonian, uTwte / was in the form 

m-75 - AQ° + BÛ*t + CO*; + DO*, + E O' 

+J<r,pJ, t- JS* QJ* 

where 

III-76 A = 

B « 

C = 

■+ DX e ) - C B, e 

- 

0 = -(661e‘- n 
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P rcer?'- er> &>' 

Q * cCe‘M+ e*'1 

where <=f is assumed to be zero. In this expression, 

where z is chosen to be in the direction of c-axis and x 

is chosen to be in the direction of either a-axis or b-axis, 

the magnetization is not permitted to have components in 

the direction of both a-axis and b-axis at the same time. 

The zero-order energy eigenvalues are known from the 

equation : 

III-77 

. f 
and the dynamic magnetoelastic energy, <H*,€ • is treated 

in the second order perturbation theory so that 

HI-78 Ev*= ■* 

where 

III-79 Ew = *H*e I**? 

and 

tf, 

III-80 
p » . Z. I ti><M I I *1> 
C'v" ~ «.• «. p ° 

*-w\ *-*\ 

The internal energy is calculated from 

X. £ vn 
z e 

- 

  

-A £*n 
III-81 TA - 
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Since this is only the magnetic part of the internal energy, 

we can write : 

III-82 Crt)- O1 = o) 

(H ) | 

• StU~P 

0 ’'MCK=o) 

9 ÉJj* ^ 
& 

The derivatives are taken with respect to the small 

oscillating strains so that they are evaluated with the 

strain equal to zero. 

Now for the sake of simplifying the calculation let 

X^ (i = 1, 2 7) denote the set of coefficients A,B,C,D, 

E,P,Q in equation III-76. Since 

III-83 d _ y d Xjt   
^ Gjtjp £ £y à ^x. 

the derivative of the internal energy can be written as : 

III-84 
(K) 

«•.wv 9 6;* d 
a^ucH; j 

(5 ^n 1^ ~ 0 

Equivalent to evaluate the derivatives with the strains 

equal to zero, the derivatives are evaluated wit all X^'s 

equal to zero. The second derivatives can be written as : 
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III-85 
- -i- f \ pT ±ü y / *£k\ 

2> ** ^<3XA-d*df ~~ i *K ( in(J( 

fe y p r <^*gtM \ JîV p rjs^=?u 
■5"^ ^ t-g-ôX. i ^ 

>* 

e3 

5&!» , 9 £M % _ ‘A^H 
9e 

2X; 

-0£w., 

a*** 

-ô'/i£ p-pcS X —e~^w 

d E(i 0- -/»£*, _ , j£W( . 3E„. - /*f»n 
-|kC££«e P J^C^KôïfJe 
2 

+ ^-Œ£"e ‘ "-K5 177 e "^Jf5 7v e "~J 
-/»«* -&£»*. , _ â^im “tff*, 

Also, let Qj denote the angular momentum operators that 

appear in the dynamic magnetoelastic Hamiltonian, then 

III-86 

Since 

III-87 a By* 

t>*Eiv< 

^A* 

O 

a‘£, 

5XA' a v 
* O 
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and 

III-88 
dEm _ 3 EM _ 3 cH w»-e I 

Tx7 ~ ox.; ' axA' 

= <M| Q. )•*> 

3*E«m _ ^ j j- 1 O; 1 ft ^ ^ l 
«3X* *** E* - E* 

by defining 

III-89 

III-90 0,o: 2 
* * W> 

- X 

-p^r 

■ P 

E^i ~ 

_ »x£~ 
*'*' ^X,c ôXd' 

<3*£~ 

^X* ^Xjf 

£ (Tff) e 

a*i* 

*-lvn> 
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we can write 

11-91 

and 

III-92 

c9aU 

afy " acuc»y Ci + /3 -£*ccu c3* + Cj-cj; 

10,^(1+0U»)-BC^- *+?*•) 

+ 

3*t\ 
icvpo<-/s«„) - J^C,.. cftP^fCt+p-vl,) 

-p 0V4. -/5 C^.f J+P«.) -» p'c; 

The quantities of equation III-89 through III-92 can be 

determined after the energy eigenvalues and the derivatives 

d tt.1 are numerically calculated. Now by define D = — , aa &A* 

£ 1AI '* 
D
 K
=
 A\~Q— etc, we can write the change of the elastic 

constants as following : 

III-93 -a c,; w) =, c&r - +(6r,Vi)kb + rc<-- 

5T>t$T'Tb?P 

- (cal'-<f ^ V 

? 1 sr,*jiv 

AC.T=( sr- sr'To.,♦c a r'Yott,+RC“+ ^ î‘) 
-<C'+a^'h]‘Dw i a Br,1c ef'- ft,"'1) D.J, 

*OJ 

III-94 
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where the upper sign is for field along the a-axis and 

lower sign for field along the b-axis. The expressions for 

C22/ can be obtained by replacing B*'* with “B 
r.i 

and 

,,»‘x with - ^from equation III-93 and III-94. The 

expressions for can be written as : 

aCij1: rc^'- 

-JtB?% 6 C- <"> J »«r 

iici-96 

If no magnetic contribution was present C2323 

= C1313= C3131' where 

IH-97 C;ÿ*A * 
3aM A# 

3 €» v à 6, *j * 
C
4JL 

But in general 

III-98 r * _ y/Ux£,w ^ 

ssTdSTr4, “ 
the second term contains rotational terms, , and the 

four elastic constants, ^313» ^3131' C2323' ^3232' are 

different. 

For an elastic wave propagating in the direction of 

c-axis and polarized in the direction of the a- or b- axis, 
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only -j-g* or 6x3 = among all er»y 5 is not 

zero. Since the x-axis was chosen to be the direction of 

magnetization, either the a- or b-axis of the crystal should 

be chosen to be the x-axis accordingly. Hence for polariza¬ 

tion parallel to the direction of magnetization only £u 

among all €4$$ and D among all X^'s are non-zero, 

we have : 

III-99 615 = J / n),j - j €t3 

III-100 D- - CB4,16i3 - -«Ç-P.* €„) 

and 

III-101 ic„u' 

As for polarization perpendicular to the direction of 

magnetization only £l3 among 3 and E among X^'s 

are non-zero, we have : 

III-102 

III-103 E = -CB<,iei,-’g-pJ>e1}) 

and 

III-104 05 «e 

For a wave propagating in either the a or b direction and 

polarized in the c direction only or £ are 

non-zero. We can write the expressions for A C3131 and 
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A C3232 same as forACisis andAC2223 except a sign change 

of the tenu because now that WJ ^3 — “§ ^31 an<^ 

*^23 = ”i^32 * For ma9net^-zation aprallel to the direction 

of propagation : 

HI-105 = C B6'2+ Pa°)*P«jIA 

and for magnetization perpendicular to the direction of 

polarization : 

in-106 = C ?!)aX>ec 

All of the four orientations for the change of 

elastic constants were measured and will be discussed later 

in this thesis. 

The change of Cgg elastic constants can be found by 

using euqations III-84, III-85 and III-89 to be : 

ACkt- <8r,VDec 
III-107 



IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DATA ANALYSIS 

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

The change of the elastic constants was measured 

for various orientations of wave propagation directions, 

polarization direction and the direction of applied field. 

There are four sets of data obtained : 

1. À 0^313 with wave propagating in the c-direction and 

the polarization and magnetization parallel to each 

other in the basal plane. 

2. ^ C2323 with wave propagating in the c-direction and 

the magnetization perpendicular to each other in the 

basal plane. 

3. A with wave propagating in the a-direction, 

polarization in the c-direction and magnetization in 

the a-direction. 

4. A C3232 with wave propagating in the a-direction, 

polarization in the c-direction and magnetization in 

the b-direction. 

The measurements of the two possible orientations of 

polarization, either parallel to the a-axis or to the b-axis, 

each for A and A C2323 were made and were found to have 

no significant difference. Only a representative set of data 

for each of the four cases will be used for discussion. 

Measurements for the Cgg elastic constant were made with 

only one possible orientation of the elastic wave, propagating 



in the b-direction and polarized in the a-direction, but 

with magnetic field either parallel to a- or b- axis were 

made. 
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It was found that all measured A f/f were quadratically 

dependent on the magnetic field with a few exceptions at 

temperatures close to the Neel temperature. Representative 
2 

data of A f/f was plotted versus H in fig IV-1 and fig 

IV-2. The values abtained this way, A f/f, which contains 

not only the change of the effective elastic constants but 

also contains the effect of magnetostrictive length change 

of the crystal. From C = pv and v = 21f , A c can be 

written as : 

IV-1 AC= fiPAiJ 

= C( F ■+ 

2.A.17 v 
or ' 

je 
ZAf * 

Since P is the mass density m/vol and the mass of the sample 

is constant, 

IV- 2 _ _ A _ AX g _ a __ ^ J2C 
P VO I JL<x -%b ~ Xe 

where A 1/1 is the relative change of length along X 
X X 

directions. Hence we can write : 

IV-3 AC,,,-- c^t ÎA + “f .AA.4A.4i,) 

where x = a or c is the direction of propagation of the 

elastic wave. The data from the magnetostriction measure- 
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 1 It I  
0 100 200 300 

H2(K0e2) 

The field dependence of C^ elastic constants 
with field parallel to the b-axis. 

Fig. IV-2 
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(34) 
ment of Clark et al were used to deduce the magnitude of 

A1 /1„. The magnetostriction result was shown is fig IV-3, 

IV-4 and IV-5, the calculated value was the result of Kale's 

fit to these data and will be discussed later. Let A (x,y) 

be defined as s 

ÀC*,^- 
Xx H//$ 

since a and be are considered equivalent in the paramagnetic 

phase, \(a,a), A(b,b) and A(b,a) was needed for our 
2 

purpose. These values can be obtained from the A (a,a)/H 

Ar'2/H2 = A (a,a) - A (b,a) /H2 and -A^'2+ \ \r'2 /H2, 

data. We can calculate A c44/^4 from the equations : 

IV-4 /Ci3J3 — + A(C,a)-A(A, A ) -ACb,d) 

*Cxi*i/Czm- +ACC,*)-A£*,a) 

^ C»ui/C3i3i = t Afa,a)-ACb.a) -ACc.a; 

^ C3i,a/C,i32 = +ACt>,a;-ACcv.<\)~^C<:'<x) 

and for ^ss^C66 we can wr;*-^e : 

IV-5 A 0<) / Cç ^ ■+ A C<*. A}- AC b, A)“AC^« A) 

^ C^CH/Z^O/CU = + ACb,A) -ACO., OO -A(C.A) 
T" 

2 
the AC/CH was calculated by a linear least square fit to 

the A f/f data and with the magnetostrictive corrections 

The result will be shown in fig IV-6, fig IV-7 and fig IV-8 

as a function of temperature. 
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» 

Fig. IV-5 The magnetostriction constants of Dy 
i 
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Fig. IV-6 Change of and ^3131 
versus temperature. 

with square of field 
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Change of and 

versus temperature. 
Fig IV-7 with square of field 



Change of Cgg with field in the a and b directions 
versus temperature. 

Fig. IV-8 
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THE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS : 

A fortran program, primarily developed by Dr. P. L. 

Donoho, to do the calculation was described in detail in the 

Ph.D. thesis of B. M. Kale. A flow chart of the main 

program which determines the flow of the calculation is 

shown in fig IV-8 and we will have just a brief discussion 

of how the calculations were done. 

Before the main calculation, the molecular field 

constants and the anisotropy constants were calculated. The 

Curie-Weiss law modified for anisotropic ferromagnets 

decribes the measured susceplibilities very well : 

IV-6 
= T- ft, =7/ / '~J- T- 6>J_ 

where 9 's are the paramagnetic Curie temperatures measured 

for fields parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis and C is 
(35) 

the Curie constant. The susceptibility data of Behrendt 

were used to determine the Curie temperatures : ©JL= 169°K, 

= 121°K, and the molecular field constants were calcu¬ 

lated from the formulae : 

iv-7 r - M„ r 

and 

IV-8 rc= 8* - ifclV 
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i'- 

Fig. IV-9 Flow chart of the main program. 
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The difference in the paramagnetic Curie temperature 
(35) 

taken from the magnetization data of Behrendt et al and the 
(36) 

low temperature magnetization data of Rhyne et al at 4.2 K 

with the field parallel to the c-axis were used to calculate 

the anisotropy constants. The anisotropy exchange p, and 

P° were adjusted, and the higher order terms were set at a 

small value to account the small amount of curvature, to 

give the bèst fit for both the low temperature data and 

the paramagnetic data. 

The zero-order Hamiltonian was written in a slightly 

different form for the numerical calculation. By writing: 

IV-9 SHx + ^xPx 
s QH* 

r*c ej*'-ë<5 V 

p, ; 3^CP-Jr.)+3C<'te-,',+ 4r'“c"-J) 

a * 

c 

1 ©oe> 9^** 
K 

a- 

-c-c* , sr*-*?'+*«• 

we can have the expressions : 

IV-10 
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The entire zero-order Hamiltonian is 

IV-11 

where 

H* =«<*3* + o(23a + Pa
tJa*i'P<i* t ?UQ 

t 

IV-12 

The part of Hamiltonian that contains magnetization 

and magnetic field can be written as : 

«tx - BHx f* <r* 

cti = <3 He + faOJ 

A initial value of 0^ is guessed and the zero-order 

Hamiltonian is calculated. The energy eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors were obtained by numerically diagonalizing 
«Mai 

the Hamiltonian and were used to calculate CT by the 

equation : 

IV-14 
5<—l3lt»7 e'^r V- j —    

z: 

The magnetic field H and H was calculated from the 

magnetization. The calculated field or magnetization values 

were compared to the real values and the modified magnetiza¬ 

tion and fied values were then used for the zero-order 

Hamiltonian and the improved magnetization values were 

calculated. The interation proceeds until the difference 

between the calculated value and the real value of 
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magnetization of field was less than a preset ratio. 

The magnetoelastic constants that enter the zero-order 
(34) 

Hamiltonian were calculated from the magnetostriction data. 

The zero-order Hamiltonian obtained from the fit of magneti¬ 

zation, assuming the equilibrium strains were zero at the 

beginning, was used to calculate the equilibrium strain by 

minimizing the free energy, By modifying the coeffecients 

of Q2» ®22* ®21 the calculated equilibrium strains and 

modifying the values of ft and , the new zero-order 

Hamiltonian was obtained. Since the zero-order Hamiltonian 

was changed, the procedure to fit the magnetization and 

improve the Hamiltonian was carried out all over again and 

the improved Hamiltonian was again used to calculated the 

equilibrium strains. This iteration procédés until the 

calculated equilibrium strains converged to a point that 

the differences between the new values and the values 

obtained from the last calculation were less than a preset 

ratio. The zero-order Hamiltonian obtained this way will 

fit both the magnetization and the magnetostriction at the 

same time. 

With the help of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 

the zero-order Hamiltonian the derivatives of the internal 

energy, with first and second order magnetoelastic energy 

corrections, can be calculated. From these derivatives and 

the experimental result of the magnetoelastic contribution 

to the elastic constants, the magnetoelastic constants can 
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be calculated. Since the coefficients relating the change 

of the elastic constant and those derivatives are bilinear 

in the magnetoelastic constants, a non-linear least square 

fit was used to find these magnetoelastic constants. 

The fit of the A C22 data gives the following magneto¬ 

elastic constants : 

IV-15 5^- 3 1 
0
 K / îo-n. 

5r,i= VK/ion. 

5?'"- -H °K/ft>'vo 

and the fit of the A data gives the following magneto¬ 

elastic constants : 

IV-16 &?’*+ 2 2$ *K/\on 

+i^ra’ 
s lt+0l°£/ioiis 

^?,++-a€u+= /\OMJ 

The measured change of the elastic constants ^C22' aC33 

and those calculated from the above magnetoelastic 

constants is shown in fig IV-10, IV-11, IV-12, IV-13, IV-14 

and IV-15. 

The fit of the A C^g data gives î 

IV-17 Br,a-•K/îû'K* 

and the measured and calculated values of A Ccc is shown in 
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fig IV-14. Considering that those magnetoelastic constants 

are independent of temperature, these figures show that the 

fit between the calculated and measured values are very 

good. The best test of the theory probably is the agreement 

__ S,2 
of p calculated from the ultrasonic data with the 

value obtained from the magnetostriction data. The 

calculated from the fit of & ^22 ^ata ?ives 7°K/ion and 

from the fit of A Cgg data gives 12.4°K/ion. By considering 

the experimental error that could be introduced due to the 

misalignment of the sample, this agreement is fairly good. 

More importantly, both of these values are in good agreement 

with the value, 9.4°K/ion, obtained from the magnetostriction 

data. This agreement is particularly good when compared 

with the result of the only other theory, the theory of 

Southern and Goodings, which shows a value of B**1 20 times 

larger than that obtained from the magnetostriction data. 

Also the thermodynamic approach, as compared to the theory 

of Southern and Goodings, predicts the changes in the slope 

of C22 (*T ) and (O" ) and the field dependence of 

the shear wave magnetoelastic constants which were 

unaccounted for in the previous theory. 

However, there are problems in the fit of the A 

data and the magnetoelastic constant derived from this data 

was not calculated. This discrepancy will be discussed in 

the next section in more detail. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

The changes of the elastic constants were measured as 

a function of magnetic field, rather than magnetization, 

and no magnetization measurement was made. On the other 

hand, Kale expressed his data and result of the calculation 

as a function of magnetization. In order to compare our 

data with his calculation, we have either to convert the 

variable in his result to the field or to convert ours to 

magnetization. Since the sample we had here and the samples 

he had was about the same size and shape, we can use the 

magnetization data he measured with his sample for the 

conversion without introducing too much error. The magneti¬ 

zation versus field in the basal plane was fitted to the 

equation : 

iv-18 O' - ACT)\/+ eery 

where V is the magnet current voltage and is related to 

the field by : 

IV-19 M r v 

and the coefficients A,B,C,D, were given. From this, the 

magnetization at fields of O, 7K, 10K, 12K, 14K, 16K, and 

17.5K and at temperatures from 180°K to 300°K was calculated 

and is shown in table IV-1 and IV-2. 

From equation III-101 to III-107 we see that the 
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derivatives needed to calculated AC^ and ACgg are D^, 

D and D . The result of computer calculations for these 
06 CC 

values are expressed as functions of a- and taken at 

different fields than we did. It is desirable to express 

those as functions of H and at the same temperatures where 

we took our data so that it is easier to make comparison. 

The first goal is achieved by using the conversion equations 

IV-18, IV-19 and tables IV-1, IV-2 and the second by using 

Lagrange interpolation method for non-uniformly distributed 

points. The result of D,,, D and D as a function of the 

field and temperature is shown in table IV-3, IV-4 and IV-5. 

These values are for applied field along a-axis. Since the 

dependence on field for the magnetization along the b-axis 

is slightly different, the dependence of those derivatives 

with field is also a slightly different. Those derivatives 

are also quadratically dependent on the field and a linear 

2 
least squares fit of D/H (D = D , D,. or D ) was plotted 

ü U UU wvi 

in fig. IV-16 versus the temperature. The open symbol is 

for field along a-axis and closed symbol for field along 

b-axis since they are different when expressed in terms of 

the field. 

From these figures we see that the calculated values of 

is always negative and Dge is always positive. Since 

the coefficients that multiply these derivatives are 

positive, from equations III-101, III-104, III-105 and 
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The second derivatives of internal energy 
versus temperture. 

Fig. IV-16 
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III-106 we see that A and must be negative 

and A C2323 an<^ A C3232 must positive. This is quite 

different from our experimental result which shows that 

all those values are negative. The only source of experi¬ 

mental error we could think of is that the two faces of the 

sample might not be well aligned with the crystallographic 

axis so that some longitudinal waves entered. This was 

checked with several measurements with polarization in 

different directions along the face of the sample. If there 

were significant errer due to misalignment of the faces, 

this error should be maximum when the polarization is 

parallel to the direction of the tilt and zero when 

perpendicular to it. However, we found that there is no 

noticeable difference between those measurements and the 

possibility of experimental error is small. 

Since there are four equations, III-101, III-104, 

III-105 and III-106, with four unknowns, ( ), 

( )*, and Dee* it seems that we can 

determine these four constants by using our measured values. 

However, it is not the case because these equations are not 

independent of each other. Nevertheless, with the measured 

values of & ^1313' ^ C3131' ^ C2323 and ^C3232' ^ aH°ws 

us to check the self consistancy of these equations, that 

is, is those equations true to describe the AC 

regardless of the calculated values of Bfe' 

44 0 

' P2 ' Ddd and 

Dee? From these equations we can get the relation : 
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A C1313 A C3131 
IV-20   =   

aC2323 A C3232 

This is in contrast to the experimental result which shows 

that C1313 and C3131 . . . Note that since 
c ' c 
^2323 u3232 

both of the D^'s that enter the equations are for magneti¬ 

zation parallel to the a-axis and both of the D ' s enter 
ww 

the equations are for magnetization parallel to the b-axis, 

the change from field dependent to magnetization dependent 

data has no effect on this ratio. Since this discrenpancy 

is inherited from the equations themselves rather than from 

the constants enter the equations, it is obvious that there 

are other significant terms that are not included. One term 

omitted that should be given consideration, was the G€ 

term that we set to zero in the calculation. Also, the 1 2 

terms of the one-ion magnetoelastic Hamiltonian could be the 

next to be considered. We are not able to say which of 

these terms is more important for our calculation or if 

these terms are enough to account for what we have observed 

because, for example, P^ is less than one percent of P^- 

Unfortunately, the only way to find out is to do the 

calculation all over again with the added complexity of 

the extra terms. 

The equation III-107 shows that A C^g should be 

independent of the direction of the magnetization in the 



basal plane. However, the measurements again showed that 

is was different with field along a- or b-axis. This 

93 

difference was still true, actually it was even larger, 

after we considered the difference in magnetization with 

field along a- and b-axis. The rotational term that will 

account for this difference is uJ)2> which, we can see from 

I 6 
appendix B, was included in H ^ . This might be another 

evidence that we should include the J? > 2 terms in the 

one-ion magnetoelastic Hamiltonian in our calculation. 

Since we have only considered the magnetoelastic 

Hamiltonian first order in strains and the elastic energy 

second order in strains, the terms higher order in strains 

which is also possible lead some contributions to the 

elastic constants were ignored. To include second order 

terms in the magnetoelastic interaction would involve a more 

complexed Hamiltonian and a lot more computer time will be 

needed. Also, it will probably give us too many parameters 

with too few conditions to determine them. Or, in another 

way, it will enable us to fit almost any data by properly 

chosen those parameters, right or wrong. On the other hand, 

the contribution to the elastic constants due to the third 

order elastic energy can be easily calculated without 

recalculate the Hamiltonian and was found to have a signifi¬ 

cant effect to the elastic constants. This effect at least 

partially accounted for the discrepancies for the and 

Cgg elastic constants. 
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By the definition of the third order elastic energy 

<i) » 
iv-21 , À. 

we can write its contribution to the elastic constant 

eh 

IV-2 2 e. + C<*i + Ci*» «3 
« £. 

Since there is no longitudinal dynamic strains, we can 

write : 

IV-23 e,i = gA. , «•-!. 2,3 

and 

_ <i> ^ — — — 
IV-24 ^ Ç44 “ *-<4-4 t C|$£- + £344 

For magnetization in the a direction s 

ci> ft — 
IV-25 A = Cl44e,a + CW € « f cw €/ 

= cl44ê*-+ CurK^- êi> + clss.€x
b-t c^ôëf- ët) 

+ C344 Cjf 

” ^n+X(A»A) + Qf^CX(ft»fl)"À (iJ +C3f4CA(fi O'Ài J 

and for magnetization in the b direction : 

^ C4^ ~ ^44 4 C,£j- C-a. C344 C3 

~ C|4^, fA(A> A) - A 3 Qff Af 

+ CJ44 CACc.c; -AÏ'
XJ 

IV-2 6 
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The equilibrium strains of dysprosium can be found from the 
(26) 

work by Clark et al. The third order elastic constants of 
(36) 

erbium calculated by Ramji Rao was used, since no such work 

for dysprosium has been done at this time, to estimate 

those contributions due to third order elastic energy. The 

result of the calculation is shown in fig IV-17. 

The difference in the change of the Cgg elastic 

constants for magnetization in the a or b direction due to 

the third order elastic energy can also be calculated : 

_ ti) a C%>b _ . — i_ — <K — b » 
iv-27 ACM -ACU = c,fc*ce,*-e, .)+-e, ) 

+C3tt c ë/- ëj ) 

5 ( Cm) À 

From this, we see that this is one of the added terms that 

the difference between Cgg and Cgg arises. The 

calculated values of Cgg - Cgg is shown in fig IV-18 

as compared to the measured values. 

Although the estimation is somewhat crude because the 

third order elastic constants were calculated and were for 

£r • We can see that the contribution to the C^ and Cgg 

elastic constants due to third order elastic interaction 

do account for part of the discrepancies. It is probable 

that the contributions due to second order mognetoelastic 

interaction is equally important. It is suggested that 

further investigation of the higher order terms be made. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Spherical Irreducible Tensor Operators. 

The angular momentum irreducible tensor operators can 

be defined in a way that they have the commutation relations 

with J similar to those of the spherical harmanics. Most 

of the definitions by different workers differs only in a 

constant factor. The only thing that should be cared for 

is to take into account those factors when result from 

different works are compared. 

The irreducible tensor operators used in this work is 

defined by the equations: 

where J+ and J_ are the raising and lowering operators. 

These operators are non-hermitian, hence they must appear 

in the Hamiltonian in hermitian combinations. We define 

these hermitian operators as : 

A-l 

and 

Q/CJ) = (-0* <3+)'* 

£J-, ©n 6?r 

A-2 cï) = Cf-r ercji + O^CSJ]/*. 

Q^COJ- c<-o~fi."ca) - o7c3i]/ii 
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The tensor operators for m=0 are already hermitian. 

in + The tensor operators and Qlm for 1=0 are list here : 

A-3 Q* ca)=J§-Ci JCJ+03 

ûj c5>-3+aj*-+0 , Q2'C3)*J-C*39-\) 

a:cA* 

) = Ja <3x 

02^cjj= Jx “ 

o;3^j= J.* 

Q21 ^ JJ ~ Jy Jf ^ Jy 

cJ/ t Jg Jx 

The other operators that appear in this paper are ; 

A-4 Q® g C3SJ^-$3CJ+ OJS+lSJt 

+ 3 J*C3-H;*~ & J ca + 03 

0^03 = ^ [33| J«*-3tfjCJ+V)J1%73$J£* 

+ a'cj+oVs** JCJ+O JÎ 

tjmj* -_s-j*a+ » )* 140 JVJ+O* 

-40 JCJ-+03 

Qc
+

fc d ) = CJ* + J-Va 
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APPENDIX B 

One ion magnetoelastic hamiltonian: 

TC1 = TC1'2 + K 1,4 
me me me 

I»6 
me 

TC 1,2 _ 
me 

rna»2 arl a,2 a,2. 0. 
- [B^ e + B2 e ] I 

- BY'2‘el l Q22(3i> + e2 J Q-2(J.n 

- B ' [e^ Z Q2i^3i^ + e2 Î* ®21^3i^ 
X X 

+ /6 P2 1^23 ? Q21*Ji* + “13 ? °21*Ji^ 
X X 

JC1'4 = - + B?'4ea'2] Z ojÆ) 
me l i ^ A 

- Bï,4'eï I Q42,Ji* + e2 J Q42(3i)* 

- Bj'4^ £ 0*4 (3a) - q Z Q44 (3i> 1 

“ BC,4tei I ^41 ^3i^ + °2 J Q41(3i^ 

+ •** <“23 l Q41<3i> + “13 l Q41(31,J 
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K 1,6 
me lD“'6ea'1 

Bï'6teï I 

BV'6toï t 

Bî'6‘e! i 

BI'6'eï | 

[B«'6eafl 

/3Y P® [u 

VÏ2 p| [w 

12 P6 w12 

♦ «T*- 
a,2j 

ï Q?(3 
i 6 

°62(3i> + eY + e2 | Qia (fy) 

°64(3i> -•ï ][ Q64 (5±)] 

Qil(3i> 
+ e2 J °61 (^i) 1 
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